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that you'll only use it on the
boss, never ever hack (except in

this case of course. Are you
hacked? a post from July 2014
and added to the annals again
in. Last edited by conrenguy on

Sun Jul 22, 2014 4:45 pm..Q:
Constructing a query -

ROW_NUMBER() cannot be used
with DISTINCT I'm going through

some training in SQL, and I'm
struggling with a select

statement. I have a query that
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says : SELECT DISTINCT
Items.ItemNr,

Ordered.OrderedDate, (SELECT
SUM(TQuantity*TOrderedPrice)

FROM ItemOrdered AS
TQuantity WHERE TQuantity.Ite

mNr=Items.ItemNr) AS
TotalCost, (SELECT

SUM(TQuantity*TOrderedPrice)
FROM ItemOrdered AS

TQuantity WHERE
TQuantity.ItemNr=Items.ItemNr
AND TQuantity.OrderedDate=Or
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dered.OrderedDate) AS
AdvanceCost FROM

ItemOrdered AS Items INNER
JOIN Orders AS Ordered ON Item
s.UserOrdered=Ordered.UserOr
dered ORDER BY Items.ItemNr

DESC And I'm getting the
following error: ORDER BY

clause is invalid in views, inline
functions, derived tables,

subqueries, and common table
expressions, unless TOP,

OFFSET or FOR XML is also
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specified. I've tried to specify
order by on a sub query which
didn't work. How can I go about
solving this? A: I've solved it by

adding a value to my fields.
0cc13bf012
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